
Dear Volunteers of Give a Hand Work Camp (GEN 37), 

 
Thank you very much for your interest in participating in Dreams Academy 
Kas  (DA) project of Alternative Life Association.  We are very pleased to 
be hosting you in our academy in Cukurbag village and excited to meet you all 
soon. 
 
My name is Esra and I am one of the project team members of the academy 
and volunteer as well. 
 
We will give you a detailed orientation when you arrive about the tasks, 
activities and the place but I want to explain you a few things about here 
before your arrival. 
 
DA Kas is a village academy, which opened its doors in June 2014 with the 
goal of breaking any kind of social exclusion against individuals with the main 
focus being people with disabilities and social disabilities. Please check out 
our website www.duslerakademisi-kas.org/en for more detailed information 
about the project and don’t forget to check out our social media channels 
listed on the website to see various photos and videos about the academy. 
 
Currently we are in Alternative Camp season from May till the end of 
October. In this period, we host groups with disabilities and social 
disadvantages for a week long camp free of charge. Throughout the week we 
organize a wide range of arts and sports activities for the group from 
swimming, horse riding, juggling, volleyball to drama, percussion, dance 
workshops. We have a two-day break before the next group arrives where 
we have a day for cleaning up and preparing for the next group and one day 
for rest. 
 



You will find below a list of activities we do here as volunteers. But the 
major regular tasks are helping in the horse farm, gardening activities in the 
ecologic farm, construction help in the academy’s ongoing projects, cleaning 
up and maintenance of the academy and participating in group activities with 
our guests since social inclusion is our biggest goal. We have daily meetings 
with all the volunteers together to evaluate our day, share our experiences 
and stories and make a planning for the next day’s tasks. 
 
Let me say that you have made a good choice as participating in a workcamp 
in Türkiye with the DA. I hope you will enjoy your participation in this camp. 
You will have a chance to live in different culture, to meet interesting people 
and get information about the daily life and the traditions of Turkish people 
which is absolutely different than yours and you will enjoy spending your 
time in amazing group atmosphere. Also you will have a chance to meet local 
people in the village, guests coming from different regions of Turkey, other 
volunteers from different cities and countries, daily visitors in the academy, 
so definitely a lot of cultural exchange and fun…. 
 
DA is hosting short and long term volunteers and GENÇTUR supplies many of 
DA’s volunteers during the season. So there will be some other volunteers 
along with you. Depending on the number of volunteers we are hosting on 
your arrival, the accommodation can be either in shared bedrooms of 4 or 
tent. The tents, mats and sleeping bags will be provided by DA but if you 
have one you can also bring your own tent and sleeping bag & mat. 
 
Please don't forget to send your Camp Confirmation Slip back to GENÇTUR 
otherwise you may lose your place in the camp. If you still haven't sent the 
form please do so by e-mail to (workcamps.in@genctur.com)      A copy of the 
form is also attached to the info sheet of the camp that you should have 
already received from your sending organisation. 
 
As it is indicated on the camp info, participating in the orientation meeting 
at the first day of the camp is necessary. The meeting will be held at 
GENÇTUR office at Istiklal Cad.No: 108 Aznavur Pasajı 5th floor 
Galatasaray / Istanbul on   03.08.2015  MONDAY 18.00    
GENÇTUR office will be open at 09.30. So you can call, come, leave your 
rucksack / suitcase, have a rest, meet the others, chat, etc. We will depart 
to the campsite late in the night by an overnight coach and will reach to the 



camp site early in the next morning. Thus it is very important that you are 
present at the meeting. Otherwise you have to make your own way to the 
camp-site.  
 
GENÇTUR informed us that some of you will be coming via Antalya and 
individually. For those who are not coming from İstanbul with the group, 
should try to be at Kaş coach terminal on the 04.08.15 Tuesday in front of 
Kamil Koç bus company office. The estimated time of arrival of the İstanbul 
group is 11.30. If you are there we can transfer you all together. If you are 
late you can take a minibus from the same place to Çukurbağ Village and get 
of at Düşler Akademisi. Then try to find me in the DA. 
  
I am also sending you separately our volunteer form where we request some 
information from you. You can send the filled form to my email address : 
esra.kuzucu@gmail.com directly by renaming the file as your name with the 
camp code, like : GEN-37 Alex Smith.  
 
If you have any health obstacle like allergy,chronic ilness,etc. please inform 
us before coming here or upon your arrival. 
 
All mobile phones function in Turkey if they are open to international 
roaming. You can also make international calls from the post office or the 
phone boots on the streets in Kaş town by a phone card. There is WiFi in 
certain areas in DA. 
 
As it is easier to change money in Istanbul than in Çukurbağ,  you should 
better change some money before arriving to the camp site. In order to give 
you an idea, I can say that 200 TL.  ( app. 80 USD / 60 EURO ) will be 
enough for the camp period, excluding the money for the return transport.  
Do not forget that you have to pay the cost of your transportation in 
Turkish currency. The prices are given as foreign currencies on the info 
sheet or here for giving you an idea about the costs. You do not need to 
bring any specific currency, as it is possible to change all currencies. But $, 
£, and EURO are the most easy ones. 
 
Before ending, let me remind you once more the important points of this 
letter.  Please; 



* Confirm your participation / cancellation by E-Mail to GENÇTUR 
workcamps.in@genctur.com . 
* Fill in the volunteer form attached and send it to : esra.kuzucu@gmail.com 
* Be present at the GENÇTUR office at least 1 hour before the orientation 
meeting. 
* Change some money at your arrival point. 
 
If you have any questions before your arrival, please do not hesitate to 
contact me: 
e-mail: esra.kuzucu@gmail.com 
Mobile: +90 532 477 42 99 
 
Looking forward to seeing you soon…. 
Cheers!! 

Esra Kuzucu 
 
 
ABOUT DREAMS ACADEMY & VOLUTEERS’ 
TASKS 
 
A)Dreams Academy /Kas has 4 major concepts 

1- Alternative Camp 
2- Dreams Academy 
3- Social Innovation Park 
4- Eco Living 

B) DA/Kas has presently 5 different Units 
1- Main School/Academy 
2- Eco Farm + Volunteer House 
3- Horse Farm 
4-Dive Boat (14m) 
C) Provided Services 
1-Accomodation 
2-Skill Training 
3- Art Workshops 



4-Events 
5-Courses  
6-Lessons 
7-Productions 
8-Exibitions 
D) Main Tasks for Volunteers  
1- Equipment Maintanance and Repeairing 
2- Wood Works 
3- Cleaning and Tiding 
4-Driving 
5-Gardening  
6-Constructions 
7- Assisting Trainers ( Depends on interest and knowladge) 
8- Teaching & Training ( if you have teaching statue 
/licence/diplome/certification etc ) 
(*)9-Speciality ( highly needed; Horse Riding / Boat Driving / Scuba 
Diving/Cooking/Bike Training/Eco Farming/ Paramedic / Vet/ …) 
 
We appreciate your being here.. 
Welcome /Benvenuti/Willkomen… 
Hoş geldiniz..! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 LIST of PARTICIPANTS 

GEN-37 
GIVE A HAND DÜŞLER AKADEMİSİ KAŞ - 

ANTALYA 03.08 - 17.08.2015 

org country name first name 
vlt 
sex dob age 

JAVVA BEL BOULBEN Ayoub M 12/14/92 22 

CAT ESP 
FAJARDO 
VAZQUEZ Yolanda F 5/7/93 22 

CAT ESP 
HUGUET 
BORDONS Arnau M 1/13/94 21 



SVI ESP 
MACHO 
EGUIARTE HILARGI F 10/15/95 19 

SJ FRA BODY MATHILDE F 6/21/96 19 
SJ FRA GARNIER MANON F 1/2/96 19 
VT HKG KWONG CHI WING F 3/8/93 22 
VT HKG LIN NGA YI F 3/12/90 25 
CPI ITA CORSINI Matteo M 1/18/95 20 
VSS RS DJUKIC STEFAN M 3/9/94 21 
VSS RS VUKOICIC DEJAN M 9/13/91 23 
GDC RUS LOBYZAEVA ALENA F 3/30/92 23 
W4U RUS MEDVEDEV ALEXANDER M 1/7/88 27 

GEN TUR DINLEYEN 
MELIH 
TAYYIP M 12/18/94 20 

GEN TUR SIRIN GOKSEN F 4/1/96 19 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


